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ABSTRACT 
 

Organogel networks from low molecular weight 

components are a fascinating class of functional 

nanomaterials, with tremendous potential for a wide 

variety of commercial applications ranging from medicine, 

electronics, printing, personal care, and environmental 

remediation [1].  Here, we discuss the synthesis and 

characterization of nanostructured organogels from two 

new classes of amphiphilic compounds: alkylated (1) 

isophthalic acids (ISAs) and (2) benzimidazolones (BZIs).  

Both classes exhibit excellent gelator behavior in a variety 

of nonpolar solvents due to the formation of robust 3D 

networks of well-defined nanostructured aggregates 

stabilized by hydrogen-bonding, pi-stacking, and van der 

Waals interactions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The “bottom up” self-assembly of molecular building 

blocks into nanostructured materials has attracted 

significant interest for advanced materials research [1].  

Nanostructured materials with controlled size, shape, and 

function are important for numerous industrial 

applications. Low molecular weight organogels are a 

rapidly developing class of such building block materials, 

in which small molecules self-assemble into hydrogen-

bonded assemblies that can form a three-dimensional 

network capable of rigidifying entire fluids at very low 

concentrations [1].  Although a large number of 

organogelator compounds have been reported by many 

researchers, the rational design and synthesis of new 

organogelators remains a significant challenge since the 

gel properties  cannot be predicted from the molecular 

structures alone.  We present the design, synthesis and 

self-assembly of two new classes of amphiphilic 

organogelator compounds incorporating ISA and BZI 

functional groups. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The organogelator compounds in Figure 1 were 

designed to have structures that incorporate a linear or 

branched alkyl group R that is attached to a hydrogen 

bonding „head‟ group (the ISA or BZI moiety, 

respectively) by an amide linking group.  While 

isophthalic acids can self-assemble via hydrogen-bonding 

into a variety of structural motifs (tapes, ribbons, lamellae, 

and cyclic structures) [2], benzimidazolones primarily 

form hydrogen-bonded chain-like structures [3]. 

 

Figure 1.  Chemical structures of alkylated ISA and BZI 

compounds. 

Select alkylated ISA and BZI derivatives can gel both 

polar solvents (e.g. alcohols) as well as nonpolar 

hydrocarbon solvents (e.g. toluene and cyclohexane).  

Furthermore, the alkylated ISA derivatives form strong 

gels at low concentrations (less than 1 wt %), which is 

beneficial for many diverse applications.   The molecular 

structures of the various ISA-type gelator compounds we 

have designed and characterized are significantly different 

from those previously reported [4], and represent novel gel 

nanostructures [5].  In addition, the BZI-type 

organogelators we describe here represent a new class of 

novel gel nanostructures. 
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Figure 2.  SEM images of aggregates from toluene 

solutions of (a) alkylated ISA (0.2 mM), and (b) alkylated 

BZI (2 mM). 

Scanning electron microscopy studies of the 

organogel nanostructures formed from ISA and BZI 

compounds revealed distinct morphological features.  

Well-defined one-dimensional fibrillar aggregates were 

formed when alkylated ISA or BZI derivatives were 

deposited and dried on carbon-coated copper mesh TEM 

grids (Figures 2a and b, respectively).  The dimensions of 
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the individual fibrils were 5-10 nm in diameter and reach 

up to several microns in length. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
Alkylated ISA and BZI compounds were designed, 

synthesized, and were demonstrated to form interesting 1D 

nanostructures, which  aggregate  into 3D gel networks in 

a variety of organic solvents.  The strong ability of these 

compounds to gel nonpolar and hydrocarbon solvents may 

be useful in many technological applications, such as 

environmental remediation. 
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